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Twelve Creeks to Run This Winter

by Michael Buttram

The rains are coming, so dig out the dry suit and cold weather
gear and get ready to run some nearby creeks when they flash. Remember to:


Watch the weather. We generally get a couple of days’ notice of
incoming weather fronts. Have your boat and gear in the car ready
to go. The window of opportunity can be as short as one or two
hours.



Have your crew lined up. One is a victim, two is a witness, three is
a rescue.



Watch the gauges. The USGS online gauges are generally current and
accurate. Sometimes American Whitewater’s readings can be 12 or
more hours behind. Wait until the level peaks and put on as the
level is dropping. No one wants a tragedy.



Pick a couple of nearby alternate rivers in case of large strainers, no
flow, etc. SCOUT AND WATCH FOR WOOD ON ALL THESE RUNS!
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2014-2015 GCA Officers Elected

by Michael Buttram

The GCA elected the following individuals to serve as officers for the
2014-15 term at the Fall Membership Meeting on October 19:
President:
Vice President:
Treasurer:
Secretary:

Todd McGinnis
Jay Davis
Vincent Payne
Tyler Southern

Also, a flotilla of GCA members and other paddlers collected trash
along the Metro Hooch from the Cochran Shoals put in to the takeout, filling
between 15 and 20 bags with trash. A hearty thanks to all who participated in
the cleanup, our new officers and all of you who volunteer; you keep the Georgia Canoeing Association running strong. EL

Now, on to the creeks!

Class III Creeks
Upper Citico - near Tellico Plains, TN.
Runnable levels: 3.5 ft - 10 ft. on Tellico gauge.
There is no separate gauge for Upper Citico Creek. If the Tellico
gauge is rising from 3.5 feet, the Citico is probably running.
Put in: at the bridge on Indian Boundary Road below the confluence of North and Citico Creeks.
Continued on page 3

Bull Sluice
Watercolor by Jay Davis
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Valley River Exploration Report
The Valley River is born just northwest of the town of
Andrews, North Carolina, where several small streams merge
and make navigation possible much of the year. It then
meanders through a broad valley west southwest for about 25
miles, crossing US Highways 19/74/129 six times before feeding the Hiwassee River in the headwaters of Hiwassee Lake
within the city limits of Murphy, the county seat of Cherokee
County, NC. Along its banks lived a large community of
Cherokees, who called their river and community Konehete or
“Long Place” or, as translated in English, “Valley.” The Cherokees of Konehete and their river thereby became known in
English as "Valley." By guile and influence quite a few Valley
Cherokees escaped forced removal in 1837-8 and many of
their descendants still populate the Valley.
Almost all Georgia whitewater paddlers have crossed the
Valley numerous times en route to the Nantahala, but why
have very few paddled it? Perhaps it’s that its name suggests
less interesting flatwater and agricultural development and
that at none of its highway crossings is the river readily
accessible or particularly attractive. Or perhaps we have
always found more tempting the nearby Nantahala and Ocoee.
In hopes of fulfilling my responsibilities as GCA Exploration Chairman, I am always searching for interesting rivers
that have escaped inclusion in the guidebooks or on the AW
database and which have never been written up in The Eddy
Line. I have crossed and wondered about the Valley River for
40 years but had always relegated paddling it to “another
day.”
That day finally came on June 29, 2014. I had only
made four slalom runs for the GCA in the Canoe Club Challenge and was still itching to paddle. On my way home I
crossed the Valley River at Marble on NC Highway 141, just
east of Highway 19. The river looked cool and inviting. As
parking and access there looked possible but problematic, I
crossed the bridge, turned left onto Fairview Road, and drove
upstream along the river's left bank. I found the river there
clear and heavily shaded with a generous scattering of easy
rapids. After a mile and a half, as the road bends away
from the river towards Andrews, I found my perfect put-in:
the G. Forest Hargett Access Area, 562 Fairview Road, An-

by Roger Nott

drews, NC.
A friendly resident across from the park offered to watch after my
my car and C-1. After I waited an hour for a thunderstorm to subside
and the river came up to 2.88 (382 cfs), I was off, planning to hitchhike
back up Highway 19 after my trip. I paddled a 16-foot, flat-bottomed
Buffalo canoe, perfect for exploring small streams.

I was not disappointed. I discovered frequent sporty class I and
easy II rapids and only a few houses, all in the mile after the Highway
141 bridge, to interrupt the solitude. I paddled under Highway 19 four
times but at each crossing the highway was high overhead and its rightof-ways were fenced. As I was running out of daylight and after about
10 river miles I finally got permission to take out at the KOA
campground, about a mile south of the fourth Highway 19/74/129
bridge. I got a shuttle from a paddler camping there just in time to
load up before dark.
After Canoe Club Challenge Race 2 on July 19, 2014 the Valley
beckoned me again. This time I explored the river upstream of the Hargett Access Area. I arranged for a shuttle and found the river pleasantly
full, 2.31 (231 cfs) on the USGS online gauge. I parked and put-in at
the Andrews Highway 19 Rest Area about a mile downstream of the
river’s birth at the confluence of Pile and Junaluska creeks.
At first, the river here winds behind several businesses and was not
very impressive. After crossing under Old Highway 19 in less than a
mile, however, the river abandons civilization and again becomes heavily
shaded, peaceful, and more remote.
I encountered only one residence in the six miles down to Hargett
Park. Farmed and fallow fields were often nearby on one side of the
river. I had to avoid two strands of low barbed wire, about a mile
below the bridge, about 200 yards apart. I was just able to duck under
both without lifting them. Shortly thereafter for the next mile and a half
the stream was partially dammed every 200 to 300 yards by large boulders across the stream, inserted perhaps to improve the fishery or control
erosion. Each of these created easy class II rapids dropping about three
feet. All were easily runnable and some created fun play holes. The rest
of the rapids scattered through the run were all class I but often required attentive reading and maneuvering. The overall gradient was
Continued on page 10
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Twelve Creeks, continued
The Upper Citico is rocky, tight and technical like the Tellico but
without the big drops. It’s mainly Class II-III read and run boogie
water, with the exception of Class IV Pigs in Space, which is
scoutable from the Forest Service road which parallels most of the
Creek. Takeout at Doublecamp Creek Campground. If you run it
past the campground, beware a concrete dam that is a mandatory
portage with a nasty hydraulic below.

Long Swamp Creek - near Jasper, GA
Runnable levels: 7 ft. - 10 ft.
Put in: Cross over Main Street in Jasper, then take a left at the next

Sweetwater Creek - near Douglasville, GA.
Runnable levels: 1.6 ft - 8.2 ft.
Put in: 1651 Riverside Parkway Southwest, Lithia Springs, GA 30122
Sweetwater is a ledge filled, rain-dependent muddy creek which
collects a lot of polluted runoff due to its proximity to populated
areas, so a good gear cleanup is advised following your run. Lots
of moving wood, always be sure to scout the drops. Sweetwater is
a Class III up to 4 feet. The Falls is a class IV and a class V above
7 feet. Arguably the best whitewater action in metro Atlanta. Beware a nasty riverwide hole below the dam at the old powerhouse;
sneak on extreme river right.
Upper Amicalola - just downstream of Amicalola Falls
Runnable levels: 1.0 ft - 3.5 ft.
Put in: 7000 GA State 53, Dawsonville, GA
Similar to the Cartecay in character at practical minimum levels of
1.2-1.5 ft, with technical moves and stunning scenery. This 10 mile
run features occasional riverwide strainers. Around 2.5-3 feet the
river gets much faster and pushier, with sticky holes and standing
waves as tall as six feet.
Warwoman Creek - near Clayton, GA
Runnable levels: 1.8 ft - 5 ft.
Put in: turn right off GA 411 onto Warwoman Road just after the
US76 West traffic light. Continue on Warwoman Road for 8.3
miles. Turn right onto Earl's Ford Road. The put-in is on the left
just after crossing the first bridge over Warwoman Creek.
Warwoman Creek is a good class II-III introduction to mountain
creeking. The creek joins the Chattooga at Earl’s Ford, so a permit
is needed and no permit boxes are convenient to the put in. A
good bit of wood and trash are commonly reported. The most
notable rapid is Dick’s Creek Ledge on section 3.

Warwoman Creek

Photo submitted by Roger Nott

light onto Burnt Mountain Road. Go about a quarter mile then take
a right on Cove Road. Long Swamp Creek is the first creek you cross
over at the bottom of the hill. To get to the put-in continue up the
hill on Cove Road, then take the first left onto Grandview Road. Long
Swamp Creek is the first creek you come to across from a horse
pasture.
Description: Long Swamp Creek is a short 3-mile run which features a
half dozen slides of varying lengths followed by 15 foot Long Swamp
Falls with a deep pool below, similar to Baby Falls on the Tellico.
Several more ledges follow with a dam at the take out.
Little River, Middle Prong (Tremont) - near Townsend, TN
Runnable levels: 3.2 ft - 6 ft.
Note: Consult the gauge for the Little River above Townsend; look for
a minimum of 3 ft. on this gauge.
Put in: takeout for Upper section. Entire section runs roadside along
Upper Tremont Road.
Tremont is non-stop class III creek water for the first 2+ miles. Stop
Sign is the signature rapid, with an excellent 6-foot boof. Beware of
Continued on page 4
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Twelve Creeks, continued
a terminal recirculating hole. Takeout at Tremont Institute. A short
run but a good add-on to the Upper section.
South Sauty - near Lake Guntersville, AL
Runnable levels: 12” - 24”
Put in: County Road 43 crosses the creek near Fyffe, AL, East of
Bucks Pocket State Park.
Run the falls at the put-in on river right. Continuous class III-IV for
7 miles, with a dozen or so named rapids. Hot showers at the takeout in the State Park.

Class IV-V Creeks
Johnnie’s Creek - East of Weiss Lake near GA/AL state line
Runnable levels: 1000 - 5000 CFS
Put in: descriptions list this as an Alabama Creek but the AW map
shows this run in Georgia. Johnnie’s runs roadside along Blacks Bluff
Road.
Johnnie’s is a short 1 mile Class IV run with two large slides and
several slots and chutes. Class V Gorilla Constrictor is a multi-tiered
drop with lots of sieves in the small pool below. Bank scouting is
difficult.
Frogtown Creek - just north of Dahlonega, GA
Runnable levels: 1000 - 3000 cfs
Put in: several possible, but the easiest is a short dirt road off Highway 19/129 2.5 miles north of Turner's Corner.
Frogtown is a steep creek with a fast, three-tiered slide and three
sizable waterfalls, the largest being 40-foot Cannon Falls. All have
been run. Beware of metal pipes sticking out of the water below
Cannon Falls and scout well. All creekside property is privately owned
and many residents are not boater friendly.
Dick’s Creek - west of Helen, GA
Runnable levels: 2000 - 20000 cfs
Put in: park along the road near the first WMA gate on Dick’s Creek
Road.
The Falls Section of Dick’s Creek is a short, manky creek with lots of
dangerous undercuts and moving wood. Highlights include a 20-foot
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waterfall followed by three slides. It’s all roadside and all rapids
are easily portagable.
Lower Amicalola (high level)- west of Dawsonville, GA
Runnable levels: 1ft - 3 ft
Put in: Highway 53 bridge
The Lower Ami is a pristine creek almost completely within the
Dawson Wildlife Management Area. At 2 feet and above, the river
becomes more continuous, with larger standing waves and sticky
holes. Edge of the World rapid forms a large and dangerous hole
below the middle ledge at about 3 feet; portage on the sandbar on
river left.
Little Clear Creek - Ellijay, GA
Runnable levels: 1.7 ft - 8 ft.
Put in: turn right onto Lower Cartecay Road after leaving the put
in from the Cartecay and drive about 200 yards. Take a right on
Old Clear Creek Road. Drive till you see Parker Drive on your left.
Turn right here and almost immediately turn right again on Blackberry Mountain Road which will eventually drop down into a river
valley with a small bridge.
Clear Creek runs into the Cartecay below Clear Creek Falls. Take
out at the DNR lot and note that a GORP pass is required. Timber
Falls is a double drop with an undercut wall on the left. Headless
Horseman is a rocky ledge into a tight flume. Beware the undercut
wall on river left at higher flows.
Now, everybody go run some creeks (and send trip reports and
pictures)! EL
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Marvine Cole Named October 2014
Kokotat Instructor of the Month
As published in the American Canoe Association’s
Journal of Paddling Education

Marvine was first introduced to canoeing at Girl Scout
camp in Alabama; she was instantly captivated by swamping an
aluminum canoe, getting back in, and hand paddling back to
shore. Her introduction to whitewater came in high school on the
Potomac River in Maryland, when she and her three sisters took
American Red Cross paddling classes from Tom Shean. She paddled
only occasionally after that experience, but took up whitewater
canoeing in 1997 after failed attempts to get comfortable in a
kayak. For her, getting back in a canoe felt like coming home.
Two years later, she became an ACA certified whitewater canoe
instructor, and later certified as a Level 5 Advanced Whitewater
Solo Canoe Instructor (one of only two female L5 Advanced
Whitewater Canoe instructors in the country).
A former president of the Georgia Canoeing Association,
Marvine now teaches for the club. “I love teaching. By sharing my
knowledge, skills and enthusiasm, I hope to give my students that
sense of adventure and wonder that I feel when I’m on the river.”

Artwork by Rachel Soracco

resoracco@gmail.com

Despite her love of whitewater paddling, Marvine has
paddled her share of flatwater. She and her sisters raced four
times in the Texas Water Safari, a 260-mile day and night race
from San Marcos to the coast. “I love the calming rhythm of
flatwater paddling. And I love a challenge, whether it’s a tough
rapid or a long and arduous race”. EL

Keeping In Touch
To contact the GCA, write Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., P.O.
Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357.

Groupmail: GCA maintains a group email list to help members share
information of general interest. To sign up, send an e-mail to
gcalist-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
Website: Information about GCA, forms (including membership
application and GCA waiver form), a link to the GCA Store and links
to Eddy Line advertisers are all at http://www.gapaddle.com.
Facebook: Visit the GCA Facebook page for photos, video, trip reports, or to join an upcoming impromptu trip.
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By Charles Duffy and Justin Padgett

As published Paddlesports Education from the ACA

Tools and Equipment

Splints also can be improvised using a wide range of clothing.

It often is taught that knowledge is the most important tool
for medical care. Knowing how to assess, diagnose and treat common
problems is essential. Perhaps more important is knowing when problems can’t be treated with the resources at hand and when evacuation
to a higher level of care is needed. Knowing what to do is critically
important, but having appropriate equipment makes it much easier to
provide care. WFA courses teach how to improvise medical supplies
using commonly carried equipment. There are, however, first aid kits
and other supplies that make providing care much easier. First aid
kits of all shapes, sizes and costs are available. Many people start with
commercial kits, and customize them by adding equipment. Others
prefer to build their own kits. Either way, first aid kits for paddlers
should consider the common problems paddlers face.

Stomach problems – Although abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting and
diarrhea are among the more common illnesses seen in wilderness
medicine, they’re hard to treat while paddling. Prevention through
good hygiene is the best treatment. Paddlers with these conditions
should consider not paddling.

Personal Protection – Before caring for a patient, it is important to
protect yourself with barrier devices. First aid kits should include CPR
masks and gloves. Waterproof paddling gear provides excellent barrier
for skin protection and eyeglasses or sunglasses can provide eye protection. A small plastic trash bag can hold dirty supplies after use.
Cleaning – Ideally, caregivers should clean their hands before and
after providing care, and also should clean any wound suffered by the
patient. Equipment for this can include a small bottle of liquid soap,
a small bottle of alcohol based skin cleanser, tweezers, and a way to
irrigate the wound. Irrigation syringes work well, but squirt top water
bottles or zip loc bags (with a corner cut out) also work. Topical
antibiotic ointments can be applied to wounds, but they often wash
off when paddling.

First Aid Considerations – Boating
Adequate hydration is important. On longer trips, over the counter
medications such as loperamide (Immodium) and bismuth subsalicylate
(Pepto-Bismol) might be included in first aid kits.
Sinus problems – Over the counter medications such as diphenhydramine (Benadryl) and pseudoephedrine (Sudafed) can help relieve the
misery of seasonal allergies.
Breathing problems – About 5% of the US population suffers from
asthma. Prescription medications are most appropriate for asthma and
related conditions. Prescription medications should only be used by the
person for whom the prescription was written. Each paddler who suffers from asthma should carry a rescue inhaler on them, and a second
one in their personal first aid kit.

Cuts and Scrapes – Dressing supplies for cuts and scrapes include
Band-Aids, gauze pads and tape. In some cases, tincture of benzoin
can help dressings adhere to skin. Elastic wraps (Ace wraps), self adherent tape (Coban) or conforming gauze can help hold dressings in
place. Trauma shears are helpful when clothing has to be cut away to
see injuries, and if dressings have to be improvised. Duct tape can
be used to hold dressings in place, or to protect skin where blisters
are starting.

Hypothermia – Prevention is the best treatment, so paddlers should be
careful to dress appropriately. Paddlers also should have extra warm
clothes, food and water. Hats (that can fit under helmets for paddlers
using helmets) can make a huge difference. Emergency shelters
(expensive) or emergency bivvies (less expensive) can help shelter hypothermic patients. Plastic drop clothes and heavy duty trash bags are
inexpensive alternatives. Fires can help warm patients, so kits might
include matches or other fire starters.
Pain Control – Over the counter medications such as ibuprofen
(Motrin, Advil), naproxen (Aleve) and acetaminophen (Tylenol) can provide effective pain relief for many wilderness medical conditions. Ice
packs can be helpful for some injuries, but they are often bulky and
require well protected storage.

Bruises, sprains, strains, fractures and dislocations – Each of these
conditions benefit from immobilization. Flexible aluminum and foam
splints, elastic wraps, and triangular bandages are all useful tools.

Medications – Individual paddlers should carry all personal prescription
medications they need. Prescription medications should be used as
prescribed and should not be shared with others. Use of over the
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First Aid Considerations, Continued
counter medications is sometimes debated. Some argue that no first
aid provider should give any medication to a patient. Others argue
that “if you’d offer it to your friend at work, you can probably offer
it to your friend in the backcountry,” and “if the patient is asking
for some Motrin, you should be able to give them some.” Ultimately,
this decision is up to the caregiver and the patient. Paddlers who
keep medications in their first aid kits should be careful to check
expiration dates for medications, and replace them as needed.
Instructions – A small first aid guide can be stored in the first aid
kit. The pocket guide for the American Red Cross’ Wilderness and
Remote First Aid Course is found at http://www.redcross.org/images/
M E D I A _ C u s t o m P r o d u c t C a t a l o g /
m4240197_WildernessRemoteFirstAid_PocketGuide.pdf. Other guides
are available for purchase from many wilderness first aid course
providers.
Record Keeping – A written inventory of the first aid kit’s contents
helps ensure supplies are replaced after use. Whenever supplies are
removed, a note should be made on the inventory. A written record
of patient care is helpful when care is transferred or if care is provided over a long time. A small notepad and pen or pencil should
be part of every first aid kit.
Storage – The best first aid kit in the world becomes useless if
everything in it is soaked. Keeping supplies dry is particularly important for paddlers. Supplies must also be accessible and their container must be re-sealable. Many options are available. Pelican containers are crush proof, water tight, and available in different sizes.
They allow easy inspection of contents. They are, however, expensive
and care must be taken to avoid damaging gaskets required for a
watertight seal. Wide-mouth Nalgene bottles are inexpensive, crush
proof, and water tight. However, it can be difficult to access the
equipment stored in them. Dry bags do not provide crush protection,
but can be found in a wide range of sizes. Zip seal dry bags (e.g.,
Watershed bags) are more expensive but much drier. Traditional dry
bags with folding seals often allow minor leakage, but are less expensive. Some are transparent, making it easier to find supplies.
Supplies inside the kit should be placed in watertight bags for additional protection. Ziploc style freezer bags work well. More durable
bags are available from LokSak. LokSak bags are designed to be
opened and closed multiple times, and are guaranteed waterproof to
60 meters. Regardless of what is used to store the kit, caregivers
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should consider how to effectively pack the kit. Barrier devices should
be readily accessible. Frequently used items should be at the top of
the kit. Rarely used items can be stored at the bottom of the kit.
Medications should be carefully stored, so they can be easily identified.
Medication dosages, treatment guidelines, and expiration dates should
be easily visible. In some cases, the kit might be distributed across
two or more containers. One container might contain frequently used
items, whereas the second might contain bulkier or less frequently
used equipment.

Conclusion
Adequate training and appropriate supplies make it much easier to
care for injured or ill paddlers. This article provides some broad
guidelines, but nothing replaces hands-on training. First aid standards
and techniques change over time, so it is important to keep certifications current. All paddlers should strongly consider earning WFA certification. If time and budget allow, paddlers should obtain first aid
training beyond WFA.
EL

Lower Toccoa River

By Roger Nott

New GCA Cruisemistress Lesley Symington and I were disappointed we did not have more company on this scheduled GCA trip
but were otherwise pleased with our wonderful paddle. Though the air
temperature only peaked in the mid 40’s, we stayed dry and had a
beautiful, cloudless day, peak autumn color and virtually no wind. We
ran from the Sandy Bottoms USFS access area about five miles to private property just upstream of the Lake, where I have permission to
take out. We enjoyed 200 cfs (1.13 feet) of crystal-clear water. Though this is low, we were attentive and mostly avoided hitting
any rocks.

I used the trip north to buy 18 gallons of fresh cider for
freezing in Cartecay and also to visit two landowners at the river left
take-out on their land just past Party Rock and the “Little Nantahala”
Narrows. I learned the rope and cable barriers and No Trespassing
signs which went up there two months ago were motivated by river
users littering and not parking along the road right-of way, but rather
driving to the water’s edge through freshly seeded grass. I and a
troop of Boys Scouts had collected 3 full bags of trash there in August
2013. The owner who had several times given me permission to takeContinued on page 10
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Redefining Good: How Moving the Goal Post Can Improve Your Paddling
(Part 2 of 2)
by Leland Davis
As published on http://community.nrs.com/duct-tape/
That depends as well. Whether you get C’s or straight A’s in
your college coursework, you come out with the same degree. In paddling, whether you take the fastest route to Class V or build every
possible skill along the way, you will still probably be able to make it
down your target river(s). If you use the metric of which rivers and
what Class of whitewater you run to determine skill level, then maybe
you’re as good at paddling as you need to be.
The problem comes when you want to move on to some
graduate work or a larger career. There’s nothing like leaving your
comfortable environment and stepping out into the big real world to
illustrate what you don’t know. In paddling, this happens when you
leave your home rivers and venture to new rivers, new regions, or new
types of whitewater. All of the moves that you’ve memorized won’t help
you much here. You can’t just reproduce the answers now—you’re
going to have to show your work. This is where it starts to make a
difference whether you tried for C’s or straight A’s in undergrad.
If you’ve spent your time focused on moving up the ladder of
river ratings instead of building a broad foundation of skills, you might
find that although you’ve been making it down low-volume Class V
creeks around home for years, you are only a Class III paddler in big,
pushy water or on unfamiliar rivers. The same goes for switching from
big-water in your home area to more technical water, or from drop/
pool to continuous rapids, etc.
So what can you do to get those A grades along the way and
best prepare yourself for a broad and adventurous paddling career? Here
are some tips for getting the most out of every step on the paddling
progression ladder:

Scout your own lines. Whenever possible, scout your own lines on new
rivers. Once you’ve done a river, scout out new lines to try that aren’t
the standard ones. Learning to read water and assess hazards will benefit you far more than simply memorizing and repeating what the person
before you did. You haven’t mastered any given class of water until you
can read it and choose your own lines.
Work every move. Don’t just complete the river to check it off your
list—try to master that river. Rather than always taking the standard
lines, try catching challenging eddies and making tough ferries, and do

whatever else you can to (safely) increase the difficulty of your home
runs. A river where you feel comfortable is the best place to learn new
technical skills. If the standard lines call for a lot of boofs, try punching some holes instead once you’re regularly hitting the boofs. Force
yourself to learn skills that are not the accepted norm in your home
area, but which might come in handy somewhere else.

Link moves and rapids together. If your common paddling area features drop/pool rivers, try linking multiple rapids together in order to
prepare yourself for more continuous water. Within a given rapid, try
linking many challenging moves or eddies together without pausing—
in order to build your fitness and stamina, and to decrease the time it
takes you to mentally transition from one move to the next. Paddling
is a sport; it requires physical and mental training. Linking moves on
an easier river can often do more for your paddling than just getting
down a harder river.
Paddle a more challenging boat. Once you are comfortable on a given
river, try paddling it in a different boat. If you become comfortable on
your home Class IV run in a playboat, you will feel that much more
confident when you switch back to your creekboat for an unfamiliar
Class IV run. Changing boats is one of the best ways to increase the
number of skills that you can gain on a given river or set of rivers.
Paddling a playboat down a Class IV creek can often do more to prepare you for unfamiliar Class V than running your home Class V creek
in a creekboat will. Attempting downriver play moves in Class III can
ramp the technical difficulty up to Class V, but in a much safer setting.
Combinations. If you want to keep growing as a boater, you can combine all of the above in order to keep progressing. Create your own
sequence of the hardest eddies and ferries in a given rapid or river,
and then learn to link them all together without stopping. Once you’ve
mastered that, try linking them together in your playboat and throwing some play moves into the sequence. This will keep your physical
and mental edge moving forward, even if you paddle the same river(s)
over and over.
Yeah, flip over! Never underestimate the value of a solid roll, and
never stop working to achieve and maintain that skill. As much as we
all love those dry hair days, too many of them in a row on the same
Continued on page 13
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By Angela Greenwell

The Seed
I was scouting the Upper Nantahala in the rain, getting ready for the water to turn on at 4pm. Where could I
park? What lenses did I need? Where were the shots, the
angles, the story? As the first few kayakers came through, all
I could think was, “Wow! That looks like fun!” Fun? That
was a first. For me, kayaking is about being in nature, quiet-

Upper Nantahala River

As published on www.theunboredlife.com
Don’t hit’em sideways. And if you flip and hit’em, you’ve already
hit’em, so you might as well roll.”
“You got it. All you got to do is just kayak.”
Rules of Engagement
“I don’t mind if anybody swims, but only one swimmer per
rapid. If someone is already swimming, you have to wait your

Photo by Angela Greenwell

ing my noising brain, figuring myself out and becoming comfortable
with the uncomfortable. But fun? This was new. There is one
more release this year…maybe? My trusted advisors are not saying
no…Oh crap…Yep. Maybe…
Parking Lot Pep-talk
“It’s rocky. When you see a rock, don’t try to avoid it. You
might as well square up to it and hit it hard. Just go over ‘em.

turn until the next rapid.”
Day Two
It was my second day running Upper Nantahala. About to put
on, we parked the truck and walked up the road, at my request. Standing on the bridge below Trolls Hole with Ian and
Patrick, we talk through the approach and the line. I had
flipped on both attempts the day before. Ian said I just needed to hold my brace for a little longer. Philip said I went
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Upper Moments, Continued
Continued on page 10
along with the flow of the water rather than charging
across. All I remember is an approach, and then darkness, and
then a deeper darkness as my upside down boat floated under
the bridge before rolling up.
Today Patrick was joining me. Patrick was in my GCA
beginner class and we have had many first descents together. I
almost backed out from running the Nantahala the first time but
he gave me the push I needed. This time it was me who
was encouraging him. For the first lap, we chose to put in
under Trolls Hole and warm up before running any sizable rapids. The water was bigger than the day before and it took me
a moment and a combat roll to get used to it. I loved
it! Looking back over my shoulder, I could see that Patrick was
loving it too. Ian’s rescue services were not in as much demand
on this run unlike the day before, so we made it down river
pretty quickly and were preparing for the second run.

I had not yet run the Upper from the bridge down. On
my second and third lap the day before, we put in below PB&J
based on Ian’s guidance. Philip thought running it from the
bridge down was more of the same and I could do it. I wanted
to try it, but I remembered standing at that rapid and watching
half of the boaters flip coming through there, and half of those
swim. Anyone coming through the middle of the hole was
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Lower Toccoa, continued
out there was pleasant and said he would never have anyone arrested. However, he did not now want to be quoted as giving the public
permission to use his property either, for fear of liability. A young man
drowned about four years ago about 40 yards upstream of this takeout. His johnboat flipped, and one of his booted feet was wedged between rocks, trapping him under water.
One may still lawfully park upstream and take out on public
property immediately after the ledge at Party Rock. For the time being
I do not intend to use this lower take-out just past the Little Nantahala. If any of you do, please park upstream, opposite Party Rock, while
you are not actually loading boats and pick up all riverside and roadside trash you find near this lower, private take-out. EL

Valley River, continued
similar to the Waterfall section of the Etowah, about 15 feet per
mile.
After competing in the Southeasterns on August 17, 2014 I
returned to the Valley to explore 5 miles further downstream to the
head of Hiwassee Lake at Konehete Park on Valley River Road in
Murphy. This time I put in at the Highway 19 bridge upstream of
the KOA Campground and ran a bicycle shuttle. The river was much
lower, 1.92 (89 cfs) on the USGS gauge at Tomotla, NC, but the
frequent but gentle class I rapids in this section were still passable. Though the last mile and a half of this section runs close behind
Wal-Mart and several other businesses in Murphy, it
retains a natural and isolated feel.
I only saw two fishermen and a couple of home
owners in my three trips. However, wildlife was plentiful. I encountered no downed trees which could not
be passed without exiting my canoe, though a logjam
mostly blocked the upstream side of the Highway 141
bridge. Overall I was very pleased with the Valley. Its
rapids were frequent enough to retain my interest. It
is a beautiful stream for those who enjoy intimate
serenity and can enjoy easy class I-II streams. EL

PB&J Rapid

Photo by Angela Greenwell
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Upper Moments, Continued
Continued on page 11
kicked hard right. I saw one person who was kicked and flipped 360
on the short edge of his boat. I was undecided. Maybe I would run
it. Maybe I would just wait and save it until next year…
As we were about the load up the truck for the second lap on day
two, Ian says, let’s put in below PB&J. Question answered. I trusted
Ian’s judgement and decided to leave it at that. Philip however
looked at me and asked, “What do you want to do?” and in that
moment I knew. Philip wanted to put in at the top. I asked Ian
straight up, “Do you think I can run it? Is there a reason why I
shouldn’t run it? Will you support me if I decide to go for it?” A
frank discussion was had with both Patrick and I, and then we had
our plan. Patrick would put in below PB&J. The rest of us would
put in at the bridge.
Shuttle
Five boaters, four kayaks, and open canoe all in Philip’s truck.

PB&J
Getting in our boats, three across, I slap Ian and Philip’s boat
with my paddle. Burton joined us and I openly tell him I’m nervous
as hell. Confession over, game on. We catch the first eddy on river
right and carry out our plan. Philip, then me, then Ian. They talked
me through the three rapids before PB&J on the truck ride up. My
line was the left line through PB&J. I was told it would come at me
fast. That I would have a hard time to get over far enough left but
that was my best option.
Off we go, I tried to follow Philip’s line down but quickly
realized I would just have to make my own line given all the
rocks. I kept Philip in my sights and focused on navigating through
all that was coming at me. Where were the three rapids??? Forget
about coming at you fast. I never saw the approach for PB&J until I
was in it. All I could think was, “Oh crap. I’m dead center. This is
going to be a ride!” Remembering our talk from the day before, I
braced left and got ready to be kicked right. There was no kick. I
sailed straight through and squealed with delight. That short run was
one of the most intense things I had ever been on and I loved every
second of it! Amazing.
Trolls Hole
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I have taken hundreds of pictures of kayakers going
over this rapid. I know what it looks like from above and from
the side so well I could probably draw it from memory. As we
stood there scouting the rapid, I said to Ian, “All these people
are sailing through this rapid! What is my problem?” He says,
“They have mass, you don’t.”
We start to approach the rapid for my third attempt. I’m following Philip, with Ian and Patrick behind
me. Burton catches the eddy on river right. I catch the eddy
on river left and Philip… well Philip keeps going. Burton sees
the look on my face and says “Follow me.” I nod and off we
go. My line sucks. Too far one way. Adjust. Too far the
other way. Adjust. At the last moment I set my boat angle
and “just kayak.” Eyes closed, I realize I’m still upright and
that there is… I couldn’t even finish the thought. I felt the
second hole, made it through just fine somehow and opened my
eyes to beam with joy and squeal with delight. A few moments
later, Ian and Patrick sail through beautifully.
Moments
So many special, beautiful, vulnerable, triumphant moments on the Upper this past weekend. For some reason, sharing these moments endears me to the people who were
with me. It’s like this lasting bond. Heart felt thanks to Ian,
Philip, Rebekah, and Burton for sharing my PFD on the Upper… and to everyone who was with me for…
My first wet exit
My first flat water roll
My first attempted and failed current roll
My first time over Nantahala Falls
My first combat roll
My first time going over single drop on Bull Sluice
The first time I caught the eddy above Bull Sluice
My first big swim
My first scary dynamic ferry
Fixing my roll every time it decided to break
My first and second ender at Surfers
My first hand paddle roll
My first attainment and rockslide into an eddy
The first trip down Ocoee
Catching the river right eddy at Surfers
My first sunrise attainment
My first run on Upper Nanty
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TRIP AND EVENT SCHEDULE
12/7/14
1/16—1/19/15
1/19/15
2/2/15
2/14/15
3/27-29/15

GCA Christmas Party
Florida Manatee Crystal River Paddle
Little River Canyon / Chairlift (Class III)
Groundhog Day Etowah River Tunnel Trip
Town Creek, Alabama (Class III)
Carter’s Lake Boat-in Camping paddle

Second Sunday Skills Paddle

Contact
Contact
Contact
Contact
Contact
Contact

Todd McGinnis at 770-856-4489
Vincent Payne at vincent.payne9354@gmail.com
Dane White at 256-435-3827
Vincent Payne at vincent.payne9354@gmail.com
Dane White at 256-435-3827
Vincent Payne at vincent.payne9354@gmail.com

Submitted by Jim Tebbel

Want to practice/improve your skills over the winter months? Work on strokes or moves on the river? Attain up Cochran Shoals? Or just paddle downriver?
Come on out and paddle with us on the Second Sunday of each month. This is not a formal class or clinic, but we can work on whatever you'd like to.
The meeting place is the Paces Mill takeout. Dress appropriately for cooler weather. For dates that are also PTC roll practice, we will be off the river in
plenty of time to clean up and get to PTC.. Please check the GCA calendar the day of the event prior to coming out. Event may be canceled in case of
weather or water conditions, or moved to another area river.
Scheduled dates are December 14, 2014, January 11, February 8, and March 8, 2015.
For details, contact Jim Tebbel at jtebbel@gmail.com or 678-793-8348.

Peachtree City Roll Practice Schedule

Submitted by Lisa Haskell

Here is some information on roll practice for the 2014 - 2015 winter season. We will be having roll practice again in Peachtree City on certain
Sunday nights from 5:00 pm - 7:00 pm at the same location as the last two years: Kedron Aquatic Center, 202 Fieldhouse Dr, Peachtree City, GA
30269 (770) 631-2525). Scheduled dates are December 14, 2014, January 11, January 25, February 8, February 22, March 8, and March 22.

Check the calendar on the GCA website at http://www.gapaddle.com for additional trips, social events, safety classes, and more.

Your Trip Could Be Listed in This Space — Email Cruisemaster Lesley Symington at lslysym@mindspring.com
KEY TO GCA SKILL LEVELS
Flat Water - no current will be encountered; safe for new paddlers.
Beginner - mild current, occasional Class 1 ripples; new paddlers can learn basic river techniques.
Trained Beginner - moving water with Class 1-2 rapids; basic strokes and bracing skills needed.
Intermediate - rapids up to Class 3; eddying and ferrying skills needed; kayakers need solid roll.
Advanced - rapids up to Class 4; excellent boat control and self-rescue skills required.
Signing Up: Call the trip coordinator listed to sign up for trips. Most trip coordinators will move a trip to an alternate venue if the water levels
and conditions for a particular trip are not favorable. Call early in the week to ensure you get a spot on the trip, and in consideration for the
coordinators, PLEASE avoid calling late in the evening.
Training Trips are a combination of recreation and training designed for those boaters who have completed a formal training clinic and would
like some on-the-river time with instructors practicing what was learned in the clinic and expanding skill levels.
Canoe Camping Trips are multi-day trips, generally on flat or mild water, with at least one night of camping. For details on a scheduled trip,
call the trip coordinator. To arrange a trip, call Vincent Payne at 770.834.8263.
To Volunteer To Lead Trips: Call Cruisemaster Robert Iseley at 678-325-8630. As usual, we need trip coordinators for all types of trips,
from flatwater to Class 5 whitewater. Our excellent trip schedule depends on the efforts of volunteers, so get involved and sign up to coordinate
a trip on your favorite river today! The GCA needs YOU!
Chattooga Trips are limited to 12 boats on ANY section on ANY trip, club trip or private (USFS regulation). Boating is prohibited above the
Highway 28 bridge. Your cooperation in protecting this National Wild and Scenic River is appreciated.
Roll Practice: see gapaddle.com for information
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Redefining Good, cont’d
run is a sign that you aren’t pushing yourself as much as you
could. Learning to roll up in a variety of different situations is a
critical skill that is best practiced on your home rivers in a familiar
environment. If you’re regularly paddling a given run without flipping over, you need to be trying one (or more) of the above list of
things in order to continue progressing.
Paddle as many different rivers as possible. Working all of the
hardest moves on a familiar river can be the best way to hone
your physical skills, but there are a host of mental aspects of paddling that benefit more from exploring new and different rivers.
Water reading, hazard identification, line selection, and learning to
know when your skills are sufficient to hit a given line are critical
mental skills that are best gained on unfamiliar runs. Doing this on
a regular basis in your home area is the best way to prepare for
exploring new regions—so that you’re not trying to learn these
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while you’re also paddling styles of whitewater that are unfamiliar. Paddling as many different rivers as possible will also expose you to the
widest variety of physical moves to practice. As you explore, keep in
mind that it’s best not to push your technical skills and mental skills at
the same time, so you might want to choose rivers a step below the
difficulty that you paddle on familiar runs.
Whitewater is a wonderfully complex and thrilling environment,
and also a very physically intense one. It requires a broad range of
problem-solving skills and physical abilities, as well as judgment and
nerve. The effort that you put into mastering paddling correlates directly
to the benefits that you’ll receive. Think about your goals. If your aim is
to get to a specific river so that you can get outside and enjoy it, progressing up the ratings ladder could well work for you. However, if
you’re looking to explore a wider range of rivers, or for greater growth
as an athlete, there are better ways to build your readiness and skills.
The most important thing you can do in order to get the most from
your whitewater experience is to keep trying to improve, instead of
simply striving to make it to the take-out.
EL

Upper Nantahala River
Photo by Angela Greenwell
KEEP YOUR E-MAIL ADDRESS CURRENT

ALL ABOUT THE EDDY LINE

The Eddy Line, the official GCA newsletter, is available in print or pdf for-

Each month numerous "copies" of the pdf version of The Eddy Line bounce
back due to bad or outdated email addresses. If an email to you bounces
back, you will be deleted from the recipient list until we get an updated
email address.

mat. To subscribe, contact Ed Schultz at 404.266.3734 or
heloeddy@mindspring.com, or mail your request to P.O. Box 7023, Atlanta,
GA 30357.
Submissions/Advertising: All submissions and advertising should be sent to
The Eddy Line, at: the_eddyline@yahoo.com.

When the GCA receives a mail failure notice in response to an email to you
on the GCA email list, you will be automatically unsubscribed by the listserve
software. If your email changes, please "unsubscribe" and re-subscribe with
your new address.

Deadline: The deadline for all submissions, classified ads and commercial ads
is the 20th of the previous month (e.g. August 20 for the September/
October issue).
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A paddler on Upper Cascades
photo by Angela Greenwell

The Mighty Zambezi River photo submitted by Michael Buttram -trip report begins in the next issue
Views and opinions expressed in articles and editorials are those of the writer and do not necessarily represent the official views
and policies of the club. Material not individually designated as copyrighted may be disseminated only by paddling organizations
having a newsletter exchange agreement with GCA: proper credit should be given. Publication of paid advertisements does not
constitute an endorsement of the products or services advertised.
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SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS
The GCA web site now features a "GCA Supporters" web page with links to those who support GCA financially by
advertising in The Eddy Line. Help those who help us — patronize our advertisers. And when you do, let them know
you saw their Eddy Line ad and appreciate their support. Thanks!

The Eddy Line, © 2014, is published bi-monthly as the official newsletter of the Georgia Canoeing Association, Inc., publication address: 3060
Pharr Court North, #315, Atlanta, GA 30305. POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Eddy Line, c/o Georgia Canoeing Association,
P.O. Box 7023, Atlanta, GA 30357.

The purpose of the GCA is to have fun and promote safety while
paddling.

GEORGIA CANOEING ASS OCIATION, INC.
Post Office Box 7023
Atlanta, Georgia 30357
WE’RE ON THE WEB:
www.gapaddle.com

GCA is a member-operated paddling club with over 500 family and corporate
memberships comprising more than 1500 Individuals. Canoeists and Kayakers of all
ages and paddling abilities are equally welcome. Some of our mutual interests include
whitewater river running, creeking and playboating, river and lake touring, sea kayaking,
paddle camp outs and competition and racing activities. We espouse conservation,
environmental and river access issues as well as boating safety and skills
development. Group paddling, training and social activities of all kinds are conducted
throughout the year thanks to the volunteer efforts of our many members and
friends. Membership is NOT limited to Georgia residents.

